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Weekly Markets Overview 2017/02/17 

Risk Structure & Risk Forecasting 
 

 

This report describes current financial markets risks from the viewpoint that is “A picture is worth a 

thousand words”. 
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■Risk Structure of Major Markets 
2017/2/17 

 
 

2017/1/18 
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■Dow Jones Industrial Average 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 21,238.39  20,944.79  20,651.19  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Failed 54.5% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■NASDAQ Composite 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 5,958.74  5,859.84  5,760.94  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Succeeded 86.4% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■Russell 2000 Index 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 1,465.80  1,429.76  1,393.72  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Failed 59.1 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■Standard & Poor's 500 Index 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 2,416.62  2,354.69  2,292.76  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Failed 54.5% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■Nikkei Stock Average 225 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 20,507.37  19,360.00  18,212.62  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Failed 59.1% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■Germany DAX Index 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 12,069.16  11,650.27  11,231.38  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Succeeded 90.9% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■Financial Times Stock Exchange 100 Index 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 7,470.39  7,336.46  7,202.54  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Succeeded 81.8% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■ USD/JPY 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 113.72  112.08  110.44  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Failed 59.1% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■ EUR/USD 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 1.09  1.07  1.05  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Succeeded 95.5% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■ GBP/USD 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 1.27  1.23  1.19  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Failed 59.1% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■U.S. 10-Year Bond Yield 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 2.48  2.37  2.27  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Succeeded 100.0% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■Japan 10-Year Bond Yield 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 0.13  0.09  0.05  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Succeeded 100.0% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■Germany 10-Year Bond Yield 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 0.51  0.28  0.05  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Failed 40.9% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■UK 10-Year Bond Yield 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 1.38  1.22  1.07  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Failed 59.1% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■Crude Oil Futures (WTI) 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 56.64  54.10  51.57  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Succeeded 95.5% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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■Gold Futures(USA) 
 

Forecasting (Next 1 month) 

 
 

 

Verification (1 month Forecasting) 

 
 

 

■ Summary 
Forecasting Higher Average Lower 

1M Later 1,301.02  1,261.23  1,221.44  

2M Later private private private 

3M Later private private private 
※Probability between the Blue line and the Red line is 68% (±1σ). 

 

Ratio of transition in the risk range 
Verification Result (%) 

1M Succeeded 81.8% 

2M private private 

3M private private 
※Succeeded is >= 68%. Failed is < 68%. 
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Overview of KSL Risk Structure Visualizing System  
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■View of Risk Structure Graph 
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■What does the Risk Structure Graph describe? It’s “as it is”. 
 

Do you fix your eyes on true risks now? 

The situation changes every hour. 

So you are probably mistaken. 

 

But you can find out the main Risk Factor through the Risk Structure Graph.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

After one week 
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Overview of KSL PRism Risk Forecasting System  

 
What’s the KSL Empirical Volatility? 
 The KSL Empirical Volatility is calculated by AI application “KSL PRism Risk Forecasting System”. 

 The upper graph is a sample of it. In this sample the right side is the forecasting risk value of 2 months from the next day of 2016/11/14 to 2017/1/19. The area 

sandwiched between the blue line and the red line is the risk range of about 70% chance (±1σ). And the green line is average value of the risk range. The KSL 

Empirical Volatility (daily) is drawn at the lower right.  For more details, see our web site. (Sorry, Japanese text only.) ⇒ http://www.ksl-pr.com/     

The KSL Empirical Volatility 

The Risk Range 

http://www.ksl-pr.com/
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■Forecasting Sample 1 Month Forecasting of Nikkei225 
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■Forecasting Sample 2 Months Forecasting of DOW30 
 

 


